
As one with an interest in the care, feeding, breeding, and propagation of local anesthetics and regional anesthesia, I greatly looked forward to this new textbook on the subject. Having now read the book, I congratulate Dr. Tetzlaff on the extent and breadth of the references cited in the body of this work. Nevertheless, there are some problems. Fundamentally, the research with and about local anesthetics is presented in an undigested and uninterpreted way. In a work of this type, I would expect the author to evaluate the significance of research findings. Older, supplanted theories about local anesthetic mechanisms and toxicity should be identified as such. I would contrast this volume with Local Anesthetics, edited by G. Strichartz, and Local Anesthetics by R. de Jong, in which data are both presented and evaluated.

Throughout the text, chemical drawings of local anesthetic molecules were drawn freehand. Freehand drawings of aromatic ring structures may be acceptable in undergraduate organic chemistry textbooks but certainly are not appropriate in a published work, given the wide availability of chemical structure drawing programs (e.g., ChemiDraw; CambridgeSoft Corp., Cambridge, MA) and of plastic hexagonal templates. Perhaps the most glaring examples occur on page 126, where two different freehand renderings of ropivacaine consume much of the page.

There are also factual errors. For example, the author states that the axon can maintain conduction independent of a cell body for up to 5 h (this interval can be much longer, but depends on the species and nerve); contrasts Na and K channels, stating that, unlike K channels, Na channels conduct ions only in the open conformation (the open conformation is necessary for both channel forms); and asserts that the duration of local anesthetics is related to protein binding (this hoary conformation is necessary for both channel forms); and asserts that the duration of local anesthetics is related to protein binding (this interval can be much longer, but depends on the species and species and). As one with an interest in the care, feeding, breeding, and propagation of local anesthetics and regional anesthesia, I greatly looked forward to this new textbook on the subject. Having now read the book, I congratulate Dr. Tetzlaff on the extent and breadth of the references cited in the body of this work. Nevertheless, there are some problems. Fundamentally, the research with and about local anesthetics is presented in an undigested and uninterpreted way. In a work of this type, I would expect the author to evaluate the significance of research findings. Older, supplanted theories about local anesthetic mechanisms and toxicity should be identified as such. I would contrast this volume with Local Anesthetics, edited by G. Strichartz, and Local Anesthetics by R. de Jong, in which data are both presented and evaluated.
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